NEW THIS MONTH

**When nobody was watching**—by Carli Lloyd

**Sophie’s patch** by Sophie Thomson

**Women’s health guide: 501 things every woman needs to know for a better life**

Aimed at women of all ages, this book will help you navigate your stage of life.

613.04244/WOME

**Manage your mind** by Gillian Butler et.al.

A book for building resilience, overcoming emotional difficulties and enabling self-development.

158.1/BUTL

**Complete book of men’s health**

Perfect for all men no matter their age or situation.

613.04234/COMP

GENERAL INTEREST—General Health

**Manage your mind** by Gillian Butler et.al.

A book for building resilience, overcoming emotional difficulties and enabling self-development.

158.1/BUTL

**Complete book of men’s health**

Perfect for all men no matter their age or situation.

613.04234/COMP
Break no bones by Kathy Reichs

Temperance Brennan, a forensic anthropologist, is called to the discovery of a decomposing body that was uncovered in a shallow grave. It was a recent burial and the remains indicate a middle-aged white male. As Temperance is investigating the evidence another body is discovered.

Death instinct by Jed Rubenfeld

In September 1920, a quarter of a ton of explosives is detonated in a deadly attack on Wall Street. Witnessing the blast are veteran soldier Stratham Younger, James Littlemore a New York policeman and Colette Rousseau a French radiochemist. They are drawn into a thrilling international and psychological journey, which threatens to shake their world to its foundations.

Dog on it: a Chet and Bernie mystery by Spencer Quinn

Bernie is a slightly down at the heel PI who works with his offsider Chet who is a dog, and who is the narrator of the story. They are investigating the disappearance of a teenage girl, who has definitely gotten herself mixed up with some very unsavoury characters.

Ceremony in death by J.D. Robb

New York cop Frank Wojinski is murdered and homicide detective Eve Dallas will stop at nothing to find Frank’s killer. Frank’s granddaughter is the next victim and as Eve delves deeper into the mystery a dead body is placed outside of her home.

Path of anger: the book and the sword by Antoine Rouarud

Dun-Cadal had been betrayed by his friends and was in mourning for his apprentice who had saved his life in battle. Dun-Cadal is finished with adventure and people. Dun-Cadal’s old friends are being murdered one by one by someone who uses the ways of an imperial assassin, and he must find out why and by whom.

Bride’s farewell by Meg Rosoff

Pell Ridley, has watched her mother suffer the burden of too many children and too little money. Pell runs away on the day of her wedding, taking with her, her only possession, a beautiful white horse. Pell heads for the Salisbury Fair in search of work and a new life.

Darkness descending by Devyn Quinn

Jess Burke has been trying to suppress her inner beast. She must turn to Slayer Maddox deValois for training. All the while the sinister demon Queen Amonate is trying everything to lure Jess into accepting the beast within.

Complaints by Ian Rankin

The ‘Complaints’ are cops that investigate other cops. Malcolm Fox works in that department. He is given a new task, a cop called Jamie Breck is a dirty cop, but no one can prove it. Fox learns that there is more to Breck than anyone thinks. That knowledge could prove dangerous.

Black hills by Nora Roberts

Lil Chance and Cooper Sullivan shared a friendship a long time ago. Now twelve years later Cooper comes back to town. Lil’s dream is to open the Chance Wildlife Refuge, but someone or something has been keeping watch and what starts out as pranks escalates to a heartless killing. Can Cooper and Lil work things out and find a killer.
**Bermudez triangle** by Maureen Johnson
Nina, Avery and Mel have been lifelong best friends and they face their first separation over the summer. Nina attends a program at Stanford for 10 weeks. Not much can happen in 10 weeks or can it? Nina falls in love with Steve an eco-warrior from the course and when she returns she discovers that Mel has had her first real kiss. With Avery.

**Freedom merchants** by Sherryl Jordan
In the year 1615 pirate ships from the Barbary Coast of Northern Africa raided English and Irish villages for slaves. Liam’s brother is captured and Liam travels with monks and bags of gold to find them hoping to redeem him from the pirate masters.

**Society of S** by Susan Hubbard
Ariella’s mother vanished the day she was born and her over protective father raised her. She begins to question her own lifestyle when she makes friends with the housekeeper’s family. Ari discovers the internet and she finds answers to many questions she never dared ask.

**Possessions** by Nancy Holder
Lindsay hasn’t figured out what’s going on with Mandy and her followers. What Lindsay doesn’t know could hurt her. Girls died at Morlwood because of a grave mistake that was made, and now after two hundred years their spirits have woken up and they must have their revenge.

**Life and times of Gracie Faltrain** by Cath Crowley
Gracie Faltrain is going to the National Championships and to Nick, the boy of her dreams. She has everything she has ever wanted. She is about to find out that life is messy, hard and beautiful all at the same time.

**Changeling** by Philippa Gregory
Isolde is a seventeen year old Lady Abbess and is trapped in a nunnery where the nuns in her care are being driven mad by strange visions and the showing of bleeding wounds. Luca Vero is sent to investigate and all the evidence points to Isolde’s criminal guilt.

**Sea of trolls** by Nancy Farmer
Jack and his little sister are kidnapped by Viking Chief Olaf One-Brow and taken to the court of Ivar the Boneless. Jack mistakenly casts a charm on Frith who is an evil and unpredictable queen. He must find a well in the Kingdom of Trolls to undo the charm.

**Demon princess: reign or shine** by Michelle Rowen
Nikki didn’t think her life could get any more complicated, but she is wrong. On her sixteenth birthday a stranger called Michael tells her that her long lost father is a demon king and wants her to learn about her half demon powers to prepare her for the war between the Shadowlands and the Underworld.

**Just listen** by Sarah Dessen
Annabel has it all, confidence, model looks and a great social life. That is until her best friend starts to spread rumours about her and her family starts to fall apart. She meets a guy who won’t let her hide away and he is determined to make her listen and make her smile again.
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**DVDs**

- Lantana
- Last song
- Leverage Season Two

**MUSIC CDs**

- Katy Perry—MTV Unplugged
- Passender—All the little lights
- Pink—Funhouse

**AUDIO BOOKS**

- Nora Roberts—High Moon
- Ian Rankin—Impossible dead
- Matthew Reilly—Six sacred stones

**SERIALS**

- Marketing
- IMO News